Students research an animal and
choose a design template to
create a presentation.

Polar Bears
By John R.

Learn more about TechnoAnimal

Habitat

A description of the habitat in
point form. An online picture of
where the animal lives.



Polar bears live in the
Arctic.



They live in dens.



The mother digs in the
snow for her babies.

Appearance

Facts about the animal’s appearance. A picture
they drew themselves in Microsoft Paint.



Polar bears are
mammals.



The polar bear has
white fur.



The white fur helps
the bear hid the snow.



Its nose, lips, and eyes
are black.

Food


The polar bear mainly eats
seals.



It also eat fish, birds, seals,
and small animals.



In the summer it may eat
berries or seaweed.



The bear catches its food
with its strong claws.

A bulleted list describes many facts about food
and diet. Clip ar t illustrates what the animal eats.

Young

Students save a picture of the animal as a baby
and inser t it into the presentation along with
many facts about the young.



Polar bears are born in
November or January
in a den.



Cubs stay with the
mother for a year and
a half.



Usually 2 bears are
born.

Threats

Research produces a list of known threats to the
survival of the animal. Students apply their
knowledge to find a picture.



The human hunter is the
main killer of the polar bear.



Melting ice from global
warming means the polar
bears will lose their habitat.



Humans should stop killing
the polar bears to save
them.

Interesting Facts

Did you know? Students love to share what they
have learned.



The polar bear does not slip on the
ice because it has a large foot pad,
toe pads, and claws on each paw.



The skin of the polar bear is black
so it absorbs the heat!



The bear keeps warm because it
has a thick layer of blubber. This
also helps the bear to float.



The Inuit call the polar bear
nanook.

